Amharic Classes

Introductory level of the Amharic language!

Classes begin: SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2020
On Saturdays, 9:30AM - 12:30PM
Cost: $275 for 15 classes!

Location:
1100 HARVARD STREET, NW

Selam! (Hello)

Sime(309,316),(520,340) naw. (My name is ___)

This is an introductory level class for students who have never studied Amharic. We will learn the basics of the alphabet, vocabulary, and grammar necessary to have simple conversations. Ethiopian cultural considerations and traditions will also be covered.

Register for the class at: www.bit.ly/CRSATClasses

Contact:
(202) 797-4700 ext. 121
inhaile@carlosrosario.org
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